Plant disease resistance: commonality and novelty in multicellular innate immunity.
Pathogen avirulence genes encode for effector molecules that play a crucial role in the process of pathogen colonization of plant tissue. Successful host defense requires rapid and efficient detection of the pathogen avirulence factors. In the last few years, much progress has been made in delineating the plant molecular sentinels that participate in pathogen identification. Because this ability is genetic information that is 'hard-wired' into the genome, it is called 'innate immunity' and it draws its origins from a phylogenetically ancient form of immunity common to plants and animals. Conservation is shown in many of the functional molecular motifs of innate genes such as the Toll/interleukin 1 receptor domains, nucleotide binding domains and structures that contain leucine rich repeats. Novel plant molecular surveillance domains also include pathogen pattern recognition by coiled-coil domains and specialized kinases. The rapid evolution of plant innate immunity genes is readily detected in their sequence polymorphism, by their massive amplification and appearance in the genome in a clustered organization. By comparative biology of highly diverged innate immunity systems we can enhance our appreciation of the truly basic forces that have shaped its evolution in mutlicellular organisms.